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When you hear ‘work / life balance’, it indicates we 
should be allocating an equal amount of time and  
energy to each. But this isn’t always possible right?  
That’s why I prefer to look at work / life flow or work /  
life effectiveness, which implies gentle spontaneous drift from work to 
your personal life and back again in accordance with your own personal 
needs and desires.

Here are 10 ways you can achieve work / life flow in your life:

1. Say goodbye to time-wasting people, things and stuff
First, identify what’s most important in your life. Make sure it truly reflects your values and 
priorities, not someone else’s. Then, create firm boundaries so you can devote quality time to 
these high-priority people and activities.

2. Unplug!
Technology helps us in so many ways. Be careful though - there is always another email to 
reply to or txt message to answer that can be constantly interrupting your time off. You need 
to PERSONALLY take control of and respect your own boundaries. If you don’t then you can’t 
expect others to respect them.

3. Move! 
Plan some time every day to move your body!

Exercise is a known effective stress reducer. It pumps feel-good endorphins through your body 
as well as making you feel healthier, stronger and energised. It will help lift your mood and keep 
you feeling amazing - how you deserve to feel!

Start small with deep breathing exercises while you drive to work, a five-minute meditation 
session morning and night, or simple stretches while you’re sitting at your desk.

4. Grab hold of positivity 
Fill your mind with positive thoughts, and tell yourself “I am a great person, I’m valuable, I’m 
good at what I do, I’m excited about my work, and my life”. Get enthusiastic!

Mix with positive people and don’t accept negativity – either privately or professionally. If 
you’re having trouble seeing the positive side of a situation, try looking at it a bit differently. 
There will always be a positive spin if you look for it.

5. Love your work
Enjoy what you do or change what you do! If you need to remain in a job that is not satisfying 
or enjoyable in order to pay the bills, start taking steps towards your ‘dream job’. Figure out a 
career path to focus on that is exciting, adrenalin-buzzing and may also make your current job 
seem less tedious in the meantime. 



6. Love your life
This is YOUR life and you’ve got the controls! Make sure you are only doing things you want to 
that make you feel fulfilled and happy. Take control of your life, be true to yourself and never 
accept less than you want.  

7. Be open minded and embrace flexibility
Always be open to change. Be open to creating new patterns and ways of being in your life,
even if it’s a little bit scary at first! Just make sure the new changes are aligned with your core 
values and your intuition and go for it!

8. Eat well and get lots of sleep
A bad night’s sleep can leave you struggling all day. A great night’s sleep will mean you have 
better judgement, problem-solving ability and creativity as well as a general feeling of calm 
and contentment.  With regard to food, if you make sure the majority of your diet is made up 
healthy stuff, it’s ok to include some treats occasionally. The ‘feel good’ factor is important! 

9. Set yourself up for success
Make sure you never set yourself up to fail. If you can commit to a 20 minute walk, or five 
minutes of deep breathing every other day, then that’s your starting point. It’s much easier 
to increase the time and energy you spend on a task gradually and feel awesome about your 
progress, than failing at it, feeling bad and giving up. 

10. Create an inspiring environment
The environment we live and work in affects us in so many ways.  Your surroundings make a 
huge difference to your happiness, productivity, and overall well-being. Make sure your home 
and office reflect your personality, energise you and make you feel good!
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look forward to 
hearing from you soon!


